
 

The Sunny Devils Biography 
 
Mission Statement 
 
The Sunny Devils are an Alternative Rock power trio formed through a will to create riff 
centric, melodic music that’s not scared to get heavy.  
 
Band’s Sound 
 
The foundation of the band's sound is a strong clean vocal, big hook riff choruses and 
minimalist, ambient verses intersected by heavy, technical sections and breakdowns.  
 
Influences 
 
The Sunny Devils take influences from riff and rhythm based bands like Rage Against The 
Machine and Primus who use simple, atmospheric and often trippy guitar sounds over a 
tight, grooving rhythm section that explode into big choruses. Heavy alternative bands like 
System Of A Down inspired The Sunny Devils  to create music that puts emphasis on 
melody, as well as madness. Think Royal Blood + Muse + QOTSA.  
 
History 
 
After a year of refining the band’s craft behind closed doors, The Sunny Devils made their 
debut in 2016, supporting soon to be massive band and fellow hard alt rockers, Fizzy Blood. 
Later that year, the band supported Canada's JPNSGRLS, sharing the stage with Fizzy 
Blood and no strangers to the Scottish Alt Rock scene, Huxtable. Before the year was over 
the debut single ‘It’s Electric’ was released independently after recording at 45 A-Side 
Recording Studios in Glasgow.  
 
Topping the year off, The Sunny Devils earned the chance to perform with internationally 
established band De Staat who were not long off tour as Muse's European support, bringing 
their eccentric brand of electro-rock to Glasgow’s King Tuts Wah Wah Hut. 2017 was spent 
writing new music and building relationships with Glasgow’s local music scene.  
 
Kicking off was their support for Anchor Lane’s EP ‘New Beginnings’, which led to an 
appearance on the Soundshape Podcast Live Sessions. Most recently The Sunny Devils 
supported Glasgow’s Hard Alt Rockers Megalomatic ‘Symbolism’ EP launch and 
Newcastle’s XERO on the Edinburgh date of their UK Tour.  
 

https://www.facebook.com/FIZZYBLOODMUSIC/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/jpnsgrls/
https://www.facebook.com/destaat/

